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by Fudenberg and Levine 

An extensive form solution concept 



Motivation 1 

• SCE was born from dissatisfaction with Nash Equilibrium as 
a solution concept (in one shot games) 

• How can we motivate NE in this framework? 
(in particular, focus on equilibrium in extensive games) 

 
• Learning how to play equilibrium strategies --Fudenberg 

and Levine (1993b) 
- playing the same game repeatedly without dynamic strategic 

considerations  
- impatient or myopic players  little experimentation 

 
• If equilibrium is reached after game is played many times is 

this equilibrium always going to be a NE?  



Motivation 2 

• The answer is “No” 

(Fudenberg and Levine, 1993b) 

- In extensive form games off-equilibrium play is not observed 

 

• All outcomes that result from incomplete learning will satisfy 
a weaker version of equilibrium than Nash equilibrium: the 
self-confirming equilibrium (SCE) 

 

• What they do in this paper: 

- Discuss properties of SCE 

- See when is SCE going to coincide with NE 

 

 



SCE (informal) 

 

• An end result of a learning model 

 

 

• In a self-confirming equilibrium: 
 

- Players maximize their payoffs with respect to their beliefs 

- Beliefs cannot conflict with the “empirical evidence”  

 

 



Framework 1 



Framework 2 



Definition of SCE and C-SCE 



Preview of Results 

 

1. SCE = NE are the same in simultaneous games 

 

 

2. SCE = NE  

if you have observed deviators and unitary and 
independent beliefs  



 

 

Proof: 

1. Immediate from the fact that there are no out-of-
equilibrium information sets 

 

 

Remark: every NE is a SCE 

Theorem 1 
In simultaneous games,   SCE  =  NE 



Example 1 
(Non-consistent SCE) 



 
Steps of the proof: 

1. Define the set of beliefs that (in equilibrium) matter for 
an agent’s decision - Relevant beliefs 

2. Show that (with observed deviators) restrictions on 
beliefs imposed by consistency will be on non-relevant 
beliefs  

3. Therefore, C-SCE = SCE with observed deviators 

 

Theorem 2 
In games with observed deviators,   SCE  =  C-SCE 



Observed deviators 



Relevant information sets 



Proof: 



Example 2:  
(non-unitary SCE) 



Definition of NE, SCE and C-SCE 



Claim: SCE differs from NE if: 

1. Players have inconsistent beliefs about the play of 
opponents [example 1] 

 

2. Correlated uncertainty: A player’s subjective uncertainty 
about the play of other opponents might be correlated 

 

3. A player can use different beliefs to justify different 
strategies in support of a SCE [example 2] 

 

 



Theorem 4 
If beliefs are unitary and independent then, 

 SCE (w/ observed deviators)    =   NE 



Intuition of proof 

 



Player 1 
beliefs 



Player 2 
beliefs 



Player 1 
beliefs 



Counter-example 
(kamada, 2010) 



Conclusion 

1. SCE can be different from NE in 3 ways: 

-Heterogeneous beliefs 

-Correlated equilibrium over beliefs (sunspot) 

-Subjective correlated beliefs 

 

2. NE = SCE  if:  

-Unitary + independent beliefs and (strong) consistency 

 


